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Abstract—Non-Terrestrial Networks (NTNs) are widely recog-
nized as a potential solution to achieve ubiquitous connections
of Narrow Bandwidth Internet of Things (NB-IoT). In order
to adopt NTNs in NB-IoT, one of the main challenges is the
uplink synchronization of Narrowband Physical Random Access
procedure which refers to the estimation of time of arrival (ToA)
and carrier frequency offset (CFO). Due to the large propagation
delay and Doppler shift in NTNs, traditional estimation methods
for Terrestrial Networks (TNs) can not be applied in NTNs
directly. In this context, we design a two stage ToA and CFO
estimation scheme including coarse estimation and fine estimation
based on abrupt change point detection (CPD) of phase series
with machine learning. Our method achieves high estimation
accuracy of ToA and CFO under the low signal-noise ratio (SNR)
and large Doppler shift conditions and extends the estimation
range without enhancing Random Access preambles.

Index Terms—NB-IoT, NTNs, Random Access, change point
detection

I. INTRODUCTION

Narrow Bandwidth Internet of Things (NB-IoT) is a key
motivation for Beyond fifth Generation (B5G) mobile net-
works which in turn will support applications of massive
Machine Type of Communication (mMTC) such as smart
cities, mobile health, and other large-scale NB-IoT use cases
[1]. With the rapid growth in the amount of IoT and NB-
IoT devices, especially for devices in remote areas where
terrestrial IoT can not cover, Non-terrestrial networks (NTNs)
are introduced to help achieve seamless global coverage. In
NTNs, Low and very Low Earth Orbit (LEO and vLEO)
satellite are widely recognized as the most suitable way to
achieve ubiquitous IoT coverage with its lower power con-
sumption and propagation delay compared with Geostationary
Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite. The Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) has standardized the NB-IoT in release-16
[2] to enable communications between IoT devices and has
started a study item centered on NB-IoT/eMTC support for
NTNs to adopt the NTNs in NB-IoT [3]. As is well known,
Random Access (RA) procedure is widely used to establish
a wireless link and enable the data transmission between
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the user equipments (UEs) and satellite base station. In this
context, one of the main challenges is the NB-IoT uplink
synchronization for RA in NTNs which refers to accurate
time of arrival (ToA) and carrier frequency offset (CFO)
estimation in particular. In NTNs, due to the impairments
caused by large propagation delay and Doppler shift, the
original estimation method [4]–[7] designed for TNs does not
apply in NTNs. In [4], Brute Force (BF) algorithm based
on differential correlation is proposed to detect ToA while
its accuracy degrades with the presence of residual CFO.
[5] exploits frequency hopping rules in RA to eliminate
the impact of CFO when estimating ToA but its estimation
range is limited by preamble format. Many existed studies
[8]–[11] adopt Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
in user equipments to pre-compensate the large propagation
delay and Doppler shift and then tackle the issue with small
residual ToA and CFO after pre-compensation. Furthermore,
[11] uses cumulative sum algorithm (CUSUM) to detect the
change point of wavelet to estimate the ToA and CFO but
its performance heavily depends on how well the actual data
follows the assumed distribution. However, the assumption of
GNSS-assisted devices with high accuracy positioning for NB-
IoT in NTNs is questionable. Major challenges include [12],
[13]:

1) GNSS receiver needs to frequently compensate CFO
and ToA which is not suitable for NB-IoT devices with
limited computation capability and power consumption.

2) Natural radio propagation impairments and building
blockage can undermine the positioning performance of
GNSS.

3) The time synchronization algorithm in presence of
GNSS is vulnerable to different types of intentional
attacks.

Such impacts heavily interfere the pre-compensation perfor-
mance of GNSS. Hence the residual ToA and CFO may
exceed the estimation range, leading to overall performance
degradation. Consequently, instead of using GNSS, we firstly
use a system-level method proposed in [14] to compensate the
large CFO to around 600Hz which relies on the information
obtained from downlink synchronization. Then, aiming to
eliminate the impact of large ToA and achieve the accurate
estimation of residual ToA and CFO, we propose a novel
method based on the change point detection (CPD) of phase
series to identify the existence of preamble signal. We firstly
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multiply the received signal by local RA preamble and then
extract its phase series. It can be explored that the phase series
represent periodicity when preamble signal exists and follow
random distribution otherwise. The periodicity reflects CFO
and the location of each period reflects ToA. We find that
the slope of phase series changes abruptly at the junction
between each period, caused by phase ambiguity. Then, mo-
tivated by [15], we use autoenconders with a time-invariant
representation (TIRE) to detect the change points. The reason
to select TIRE method relies on its accurate detection ability
of the slope change despite the data is not generated from
parametric probability distribution. Besides, the sensitivity of
detection performance to common noise can be mitigated
during the process of feature learning by autoencoders. The
coarse estimation of ToA is conducted by first two change
points of phase series. Then CFO is estimated from the period
and the fine estimation of TOA is calculated based on the CFO
and the location of first change point.

The remainder of this paper is summarized as follows.
Section II describes the RA structures and the preamble
signals. Section III proposes our ToA and CFO estimation
method based on phase series. In Section IV, the simulation
results are presented and the conclusion of this paper is in
Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

This work focuses on addressing the accurate estimation of
ToA and CFO in RA procedure via satellite, which manages
the uplink synchronization in NTNs. We consider D2 scenario
among six reference scenarios presented by 3GPP in [16]. It
means our system is operated in S-band at a carrier-frequency
of 2GHz, deployed at the altitude of 600km. In this section,
the basic structures of RA preamble are introduced and then
we model the transmission signal and present our assumptions.

A. Random Access Preamble Structure

In NB-IoT, the RA preamble is transmitted on Narrowband
Physical Random Access Channel (NPRACH) which occupies
a bandwidth of 180 kHz. There are three commonly used
formats tagged by format 0 to format 2 for RA preamble
in FDD mode. The starting time of NPRACH transmission
is set by Nstart. Four symbol groups constitute a basic unit
preamble and the number of preamble units in whole RA
procedure is determined by Nrep. One symbol group (SG)
consists of one cyclic prefix (CP) plus five identical symbols.
In format 0, the length of CP (66.67µs) is a quarter of the
length of one basic symbol (266.67µs) and in format 1 both
lengths are identical. In frequency domain, each SG occupies
one subcarrier with the bandwidth of 3.75KHz and the total
number of subcarriers is denoted as Nsc. The initial subcarrier
for NPRACH is defined by Noff . The frequency spacing
between SGs follows a predefined hopping pattern and the
frequency spacing from one unit preamble to another follows a
pseudo-random selection principle summarized in [17]. In fact,
the allocation of frequency resources in one unit preamble only

depends on the subcarrier location of first SG. Fig. 1 shows
an example of preamble structure.

Fig. 1. Preamble structure in Format 1

B. NPRACH Signal Transmission

The baseband signal transmitted by NPRACH can be ex-
pressed as

sm,p(n) =

N−1∑
k

Sm,p[k]e
j2π k

N n (1)

where sm,p(n) denotes the n-th sample of the time domain
waveform in p-th symbol of the m-th SG. Sm,p[k] denotes the
m-th symbol on the p-th subcarrier during the m-th SG. The
range of sample point n belongs to [Nm,p−NCP , Nm,p+N−
1], in which p ∈ [0, L−1]. L denotes the number of symbols in
one SG and Nm,p = mNg+pN , with Ng = NCP +pN being
the size of one SG, NCP denoting the length of CP and N
denoting the length of one symbol. Based on [17], Sm,p[k] ={
1 k = Nsc(m)

0 others
, Nsc(m) is the subcarrier index occupied

by m-th SG, so the transmitted signal can be rewritten as

sm,p(n) =

Nsym∑
m

Sm,p[Nsc(m)]ej2π
Nsc(m)

N n (2)

Nsym = 4 × Nrep represents the number of SG in format
1. After transmitting to the receiver on NPRACH, the n-th
sample of p-th symbol of the received signal can be written
as

ym,p(n) = hmej2πfoff (n−D)sm,p(n−D) + wm,p(n) (3)

where foff denotes the CFO normalized by sampling fre-
quency and D denotes the ToA normalized by the symbol
duration. wm,p(n) is the noise term and hm is the channel
coefficient for the m-th SG. Here we consider the impact of
Doppler rate. The changing rate of the frequency offset over
time changes from foff to foff +α(n−D) with the presence
of Doppler rate α normalized by squared sampling frequency.
In this context, the received signal can be changed as

ym,p(n) = hmej2π[foff (n−D)+ 1
2α(n−D)2]sm,p(n−D)+wm,p(n)

(4)
The following assumptions are made based on the considered
scenario: i) the terrestrial UEs are directly connected to LEO
satellite. ii) CFO remains constant during the RA procedure.
iii) The Doppler rate of each geographical location can be
estimated by LEO satellite. For the sake of simplicity, two



kinds of transmission channels concluding Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel and Tapped Delay Line-C
(TDL-C) channel are considered in the following analysis.

III. ESTIMATION METHOD BASED ON CHANGE POINT
DETECTION

Based on the preamble index attained from the preamble de-
tection, the same baseband preamble signal can be selected at
the local receiver side. Fig. 2 illustrates the overall estimation
scheme. A system level solution based on the information of
initial downlink synchronization is used to reduce the large
CFO to a relatively small scale [14]. In most cases, the
residual frequency offset is about 600Hz [18] which is still
much larger than estimation range of existed studies [4]–[11].
Therefore, we consider the frequency uncertainty as 600Hz in
the following analysis.

Fig. 2. Estimation process

A. Phase Series Analysis

We first multiply the received signal by conjugation of local
baseband signal:

r(n) = ym,p(n)× s∗m,p(n)

= hmej2π[foff (n−D)+ 1
2α(n−D)2]×

ej−2π
Nsc(m)

N D + wm,p(n) (5)

The phase series extracted from r(n) is expressed as

φ(n) = Φ(ym,p(n)× s∗m,p(n))

= 2π[foff (n−D) +
1

2
α(n−D)2]− 2π

Nsc(m)

N
D

+∆h +∆w (6)

∆h denotes the phase of channel coefficient and ∆w denotes
the phase of noise. On AWGN channel, ∆h = 0. On TDL-C
channel, ∆h represents the micro phase fluctuation. Because
the Doppler rate varies from 0 to −620Hz in our scenario [16],
the parameter α normalized by squared sampling frequency is
far less than foff normalized by sampling frequency. So α can
be neglected when phase series is analyzed. The impact of ∆w

to phase series can be weakened by smoothening the mean of
received signal. Then the phase series can be simplified as

φ(n) = 2πfoff (n−D)− 2π
Nsc(m)

N
D (7)

It can be seen that the phase series is a linear function of
time sample n with the slope as 2πfoff and intercept as
−2πD(foff+

Nsc(m)
N ), manifested as periodic change of phase

series in the range of [−π, π].

B. ToA and CFO Estimation Scheme

Due to the range of residual CFO after system level compen-
sation being [−600Hz,600Hz], the linearity of phase series
would be undermined in extreme cases. In order to transfer
the linear feature to the periodic change of phase series, a
fixed frequency offset can be added to received signal after the
system level compensation. Here we set a 1000Hz offset plus
positive CFO and −600Hz plus negative CFO to enhance the
estimation performance. The frequency uncertainty then turns
to [(-1600,-1000),(1000,1600)]Hz which means there exists
a constant prior deviation between the estimation value and
the true value. During the NPRACH process, based on the
assumptions ii), the slope of phase series remains constant
and the intercept changes with the SG. Fig. 3 shows the phase
series with the ToA of 200 sample points and the CFO of
1500Hz.

Fig. 3. Phase series with CFO=1500Hz

Next, we reveal that the information of ToA and CFO
can be reflected in phase series. Determined by configuration
parameters and formulation (7), the initial phase at the start
of NPRACH transmission can be expressed as

φint = φ(Nstart)

= 2π[foff (Nstart −D)]− 2π
Noff

N
Nstart (8)

Then the ToA and CFO can be calculated as

D = nl −
| ± π − φint|

foff
(9)

foff =
1

Tph
(10)

Tph denotes the period of phase series and nl denotes the
timing location of the first period and the sign of π depends
on the sign of CFO. Now the estimation of ToA and CFO
refers to the estimation of Tph and nl. We use the change point
detection method which would be introduced in following part
to determine Tph and nl. Due to the 2π phase ambiguity,
the solution to equation (9) is not unique, resulting several
ToA candidates to be selected. A discrimination method
based on Doppler rate [14] is utilized to select the true ToA
among candidates. Because both the Doppler rate and ToA
are related to the position of UE, the precise positioning
information is not required. To illustrate, assuming the true



ToA is 104.7µs and the solutions to formulation (9) are
104.7µs, 371.3µs, 638.0µs with corresponding Doppler rate
of −297Hz/s, −252Hz/s, −215Hz/s respectively. If the
Doppler estimation is −240Hz/s, then correct ToA selection
is 371.3µs because its Doppler rate is the nearest one. Then
in ToA coarse estimation process, the distance of first two
detected change points is recorded as Tph. Coarse ToA values
which are used to compensate large ToA can be calculated
based on the Tph. Noting that the coarse Tph estimation would
result in wrong ToA candidates selection, leading major ToA
estimation error in coarse estimation process. After coarse
estimation of ToA, the accurate CFO is estimated based on
the whole preamble signal. In order to eliminate the impact
of different intercept of phase series in each SGs, we divide
the phase series into segments with the length of one symbol
group and then calculate the distances in each segments, which
is shown in Fig. 4. The estimation of CFO relies on the
average distances of change points in each segments and we
use the Tree Sigma Guidelines as the postprocessing scheme to
exclude anomalous values of distances to increase estimation
accuracy. Then fine estimation of ToA can be conducted.
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Fig. 4. Segmentation of phase series

C. Slope Change Detection Method

We use autoencoders with a time-invariant representation
(TIRE) to detect slope change points of phase series and
then calculate the Tph and nl [15]. We first segment phase
series into consecutive windows with the length of N. The
autoencoders are utilized to extract features of hidden layer
from the consecutive windows. These features can be divided
into time-invariant features sn and instantaneous features un

(11). The structure is shown in Fig. 5.

hn = [(sn)
T , (un)

T ]T (11)

In (11) hn denotes the encoded output from encoder layer
of the n-th window. Invariant features refer to the statistical
characteristics that change only when change point exists in
consecutive windows. That means the differences of time-
invariant features between time windows can manifest the
abrupt change. The differences are summarized by the defined
dissimilarity measure D

Dn = ||sTD
n − sTD

n+N ||2 (12)

Fig. 5. TIRE structure

N denotes the time-domain window size. The change points
are located at the peaks of dissimilarity measure Dn. In order
to reduce the alarming rate, we exploit the prominence of
peaks to determine the location of change points by comparing
with a predifined threshold.

In our context, we set the number of time invariant features
as one in time domain which refers to the slope of phase series.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the phase series and its corresponding
dissimilarity measure. The blue lines represent the prominence
of peaks. Change points can be detected when the prominence
exceeds predefined threshold.

Fig. 6. Correspondence of phase series and dissimilarity measure

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we first discuss the coarse estimation per-
formance of ToA to determine the range of residual ToA
through Monte Carlo simulations. Then residual ToA and CFO
estimation results are presented. The simulation parameters are
listed in TABLE I.

A. ToA Coarse Estimation Performance

The normalization of ToA and CFO is done on the symbol
duration and sampling frequency. Table II reports the ToA
coarse estimation performance in terms of absolute average
estimation error and max estimation error. Based on the
estimation performance, the range of residual ToA is set as
[−100µs, 100µs] in the following simulation.



TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Setting
Sampling rate (fs) 1.92 Mbps

Subcarrier spacing (∆f) 3.75 kHz
Satellite altitude 600 km
Beam diameter 90 km
Elevation angle 90◦

FFT length (N) 512
CP length (NCP ) 266.7µs

Frequency uncertainty [−600, 600]Hz

TABLE II
TOA COARSE ESTIMATION PERFORMANCE

SNR Average error(µs) Max error(µs)
SNR=3 28.1 41.1
SNR=0 52.7 61.5
SNR=-3 76.9 88.5

B. CFO Estimation Performance

Fig. 7 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of normalized CFO error with different SNR (SNR=3dB,
SNR=0dB, SNR=-3dB) when the Nrep is set as 8 and the
CDF of normalized CFO error with different Nrep (Nrep =
8, Nrep = 16, Nrep = 32) when SNR is set as -3dB. It can
be found that the absolute CFO estimation error in 99% cases
is less than 1.92Hz with SNR=3dB. However, the estimation
error grows when decreasing the SNR. This can be solved
by increasing the repetition of basic preamble units (Nrep).
When Nrep = 32, the max absolute CFO error is less than
4.5Hz. The estimation accuracy of CFO grows with the Nrep

resulting from the amount of detected change points in phase
series. The amount also increases with the growth of CFO.
Hence, the estimation performance with large CFO can be
guaranteed.
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Fig. 7. CDF of normalized CFO estimation error

C. ToA Fine Estimation Performance

We simulate the ToA estimation process on two kinds
of channels: AWGN channel and TDL-C channel. Here the
technique proposed in [11] and the Brute Force (BF) algo-
rithm based on differential correlation [4] are compared with

our method. In [11], the author exploits Stationary Discrete
Wavelet Transform (S-DWT) to decompose the received signal
into 8 levels. It can be found that the decomposed sequence
yi follows two different distributions before and after time
delay τ . Then the hypothesis of no change point in whole
sequence is described as H0 : θ = θ0for1 ≤ i ≤ N and if
one change point appears at i = τ , the hypothesis is presented
as H1 : θ = θ0for1 ≤ i ≤ τ, θ = θ1forτ ≤ i ≤ N .
Based on cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm of change point
detection, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of hypothesis reaches
the maximum after the change. This algorithm is indicated as
DWT in the following. In [4], the BF algorithm based on
differential correlation detects the peak of cross correlation
values. In the following, Fig. 8-9 report the normalized ToA
error with different SNR (SNR=3dB, SNR=0dB, SNR=-3dB)
when the Nrep is set as 8 on AWGN channel and TDL-C
channel. It can be seen that the proposed method outperforms
the DWT and differential correlation method both on AWGN
channel and on TDL-C channel due to the steepest slope
of CDF. The performance of differential correlation method
is heavily ruined because of the presence of noise. The
performance of DWT heavily depends on how well the actual
data follows the assumed Gaussian distribution which can be
proved by the simulation results that the estimation error of
DWT increases apparently on TDL-C channel. Since we use
the autoencoders with TIRE to detect the change points of
phase series without advanced assumption of distribution, our
method is applicable for various channels besides AWGN
channel. When the SNR decreases from 3dB to -3dB on
AWGN channel and TDL-C channel, the curves follow the
same trend. And the max absolute normalized ToA error
changes from 2.1µs to 4.2µs on AWGN channel and from
2.7µs to 5.3µs on TDL-C channel which demonstrates the
robustness against the noise. The whole estimation process
is conducted in the time domain and both ToA and CFO
are estimated in one process of change point detection in
this method, which conserves the computational complexity
of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The structure of au-
toencoders with TIRE in this context can be pre-trained using
the training data from actual preamble signals to speed up
the uplink synchronization. In addition, our method enlarges
the estimation range of CFO compared with existed methods.
Thus, the overall performance proves that our method is fully
suitable to address the uplink synchronization for NB-IoT in
NTNs.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a phase series based approach us-
ing change point detection to address NB-IoT uplink synchro-
nization for NTNs without GNSS. We analyze the linearity
of phase series which allows us to identify the expression of
ToA and CFO. Then a coarse estimation method to eliminate
the impact of large propagation delay is proposed. After
compensating the delay, the fine estimation of residual ToA
and CFO is presented. Simulation results demonstrate the
superiority of our method.
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Fig. 8. CDF of normalized ToA estimation error on AWGN channel
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